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Abstract

The integration of heterogeneous information sources
is an important data engineering research issue. Various
types of information sources are available today. They in-
clude dissemination-based information sources, which ac-
tively and autonomously deliver information from servers to
users. We are developing a mediator/wrapper-based infor-
mation integration system in which we employ ECA rules to
define new information delivery channels, integrating multi-
ple existing dissemination-based information sources. ECA
rules in this system are derived from integration require-
ment specifications based on relational algebra provided
by users. Dissemination-based information sources usually
have data arrival properties, such as an information deliv-
ery schedule. Using the data arrival properties of under-
lying information sources, the system can derive more ap-
propriate ECA rules and check the consistency of require-
ments more accurately. This paper proposes an extended
scheme to process information integration requirements us-
ing source data arrival properties of dissemination-based
information sources.

1. Introduction

The recent development of Internet technology has
enabled us to access a huge number of information
sources, making the integration of heterogeneous informa-
tion sources an important research issue [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Var-
ious types of information sources are available. They in-
clude dissemination-based information sources, which ac-
tively and autonomously deliver information from servers
to users. Examples are push-based information delivery ser-
vices [6, 7, 8], data broadcasting services [9, 10], and mes-
sages delivered from mailing-lists.

We are developing a mediator/wrapper-based informa-
tion integration system, which can deliver information by
integrating multiple existing dissemination-based informa-
tion sources and other conventional information sources
[11]. Users define new information delivery channels; inte-
grated information is then sent through the channels accord-
ing to user-specified schedules. We have employed ECA
rules [12] to achieve active features. Triggered by events
such as arrival of new data and time progress, the system
actively performs actions related to data storage, integra-
tion, and delivery. Our study also provides a framework in
which ECA rules are automatically derived from relational
algebra-based user requirement specifications [13].

This paper proposes an extended scheme to process in-
formation integration requirements using data arrival prop-
erties of information sources. Many dissemination-based
information sources, such as broadcasting stations, have
their own information delivery schedules. In such cases,
data arrival time is predetermined or predictable. If we use
the data arrival properties of such underlying information
sources, the system can derive more appropriate ECA rules
and check the consistency of user requirements more accu-
rately. We define two important properties of requirement
specifications: consistency and satisfiability. We then show
ECA rule derivation taking data arrival properties into ac-
count.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 shows a simple example of a new in-
formation delivery channel that integrates multiple exist-
ing dissemination-based information sources. Section 3
overviews our information integration system architecture.
Section 4 explains the specification of source data arrival
properties. Section 5 discusses consistency and satisfiability
of requirement specifications. Section 6 explains ECA rule
derivation, taking into account data arrival properties. Sec-
tion 7 mentions related works. Finally, Section 8 presents
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the conclusion.

2. Motivating Example

This section shows a simple integration scenario. It de-
fines a new information delivery channel formed by inte-
grating two dissemination-based information sources and a
relational database (Figure 1). Here, we assume the exis-
tence of the following three information sources:

• Soccer match information delivery channel (Soc-
cer):
This source sends information on soccer matches to
be held over the weekend. Each data unit from this
channel contains such data items as date of the match,
place, teams, and other useful information. Data units
from this channel are assumed to arrive every Wednes-
day.

• Weather information delivery channel (Weather):
This source sends weather forecast information. Data
units from this channel are assumed to arrive at 6
o’clock every day. They are classified into ‘7 days’
forecast data units and ‘4 weeks’ forecast data units.
Each ‘7 days’ forecast data unit contains weather infor-
mation for a specific region for one of the next seven
days, and each ‘4 weeks’ forecast data unit contains
information for one of the next four weeks.

• Stadium information database (Stadium):
This source contains information on stadiums. It is a
relational database, with stadium name, location, and
map attributes.

In the remaining part, we use the following scenario as a
running example of information integration: “When soccer
match data has arrived, compose a message containing the
soccer match information, the most recent ‘7 days’ weather
forecast for the match place and date, and the stadium infor-
mation, then deliver it at midnight of the day.” This require-
ment can be met by defining a new information delivery
channel, which integrates the three information sources and
sends messages periodically.

Subsection 3.3 shows how this requirement can be speci-
fied in our framework. Section 4 gives data arrival property
specifications for this example. Finally, Section 6 shows
how ECA rules to achieve this requirement are derived from
the specifications.

3. Overview of Integration Framework

This section overviews our integration framework [11,
13], which forms the basis of this work.

3.1. Architecture

Our framework is based on mediator/wrapper-based in-
formation integration architecture (Figure 2). The relational
model is used as a common data model at the mediator
level. Wrappers are associated with underlying information
sources. To cope with data incoming from dissemination-
based information sources, we allocate wrappers, named
DIS wrappers, to dissemination-based information sources.
When a DIS wrapper receives a data unit from the server,
it raises an arrival event to notify arrival of the data unit.
The timer module also raises events; it raises alarm events
to notify time progress.

The rule processing module maintains ECA rules, which
specify actions to be triggered by the events raised by the
DIS wrappers and the timer module. When events are
raised, the rule processing module selects relevant ECA
rules, which invoke actions related to data storage, integra-
tion, and delivery2.

Users can define new information delivery channels on
this system by giving relational algebra-based requirement
specifications. From the specifications, the rule generation
module derives the ECA rules required to meet the require-
ments. More details of requirement specifications are ex-
plained in Subsection 3.3.

In our framework, the integration requirement given in
Section 2 is processed as follows:

1. When the DIS wrapper receives a data unit from the
weather information delivery channel, the wrapper

2Events raised while processing an ECA rule are queued and processed
sequentially.
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translates it into a tuple in the relational model, and
notifies the rule processing system of an arrival event.

2. The rule processing module invokes the ECA rule cor-
responding to the notified event, and sends a request
to the mediator to store the new tuple provided by the
wrapper in a temporary relation.

3. When a data unit from the soccer information deliv-
ery channel has arrived, the DIS wrapper also raises an
arrival event.

4. The rule processing module requests the mediator to
store the data in a temporary relation, and sets a timer
alarm for midnight of the day.

5. At midnight, the timer module raises an event. The
rule processing module then requests the mediator to
compose a message by integrating the soccer informa-
tion, the most recent weather forecast information, and
the stadium information.

6. Finally, the rule processing system orders the dissemi-
nation module to deliver the composed message to the
user.

3.2. ECA Rules

This subsection explains the ECA rules employed in our
framework. The ECA rules in this paper are basically the
same as those in active databases [12]. An ECA rule con-
sists of three parts: the event (on), condition (if), and action
(do) clauses.

The event clause specifies an event that triggers the rule.
There are two kinds of events: arrival and alarm. An arrival
event is raised from a DIS wrapper that notifies the arrival
of a new data unit. An alarm event is raised from the timer
module when the set time has arrived.

The condition clause specifies a precondition that must
be met for the action clause to be executed. In this context,
we allow condition clauses to contain selection conditions
in the relational algebra expression.

The action clause specifies data storage, integration,
and/or delivery actions. These actions are specified in ex-
pressions involving the relational algebra, assignments to
temporary relations, and information delivery operators.
Details of the operators are given in [11].

As explained in Subsection 3.1, operations such as data
storage, integration, and delivery are involved in data in-
tegration. We divide this process into the following three
phases:
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1. Storage of data units:
In this phase, triggered by arrival events, the media-
tor confirms that data is needed to fulfill user require-
ments. If data is needed, it is stored in temporary re-
lations. ECA rules employed to implement this phase
are calledstorage rules.

2. Generation of new data units:
In this phase, triggered by alarm events, the mediator
integrates data in temporary relations and other under-
lying information sources, and generates the requested
data unit. The delivery module is then invoked for the
data delivery. ECA rules used for this phase are called
generation rules.

3. Disposal of unnecessary data units:
Unnecessary data in temporary relations must be peri-
odically thrown away. ECA rules used for this purpose
are calledgarbage disposal rules. They are triggered
by alarm events.

The following is a storage rule to store new data units
from the weather information channel. It confirms that the
new data unit is ‘7 days’ information and, if it is, stores it in
a temporary relation.

Rule StorageWeather
on: arrivalNWeather

if: NWeather.type = ‘7 days’
do: TempWeather+=NWeather

Here, NWeather represents the new data unit from the
Weather channel, andTempWeather += NWeather appends it
to the temporary relationTempWeather in the mediator.

3.3. Requirement Specification

As explained in Subsection 3.1, we use the relational
model as a common model at the mediator level. Thus,
we also model dissemination-based information sources
as relations. A relation modeling data incoming from
a dissemination-based information source is called anI-
sequence relation. One data unit corresponds to a relational
tuple. Each I-sequence relation has an ITS time stamp at-
tribute. It designates the arrival time of the corresponding
data unit from the information source. A relation modeling
data outgoing through a newly defined information delivery
channel is called anO-sequence relation. Each O-sequence
relation has an OTS time stamp attribute. It designates the
scheduled delivery time of the corresponding data unit.

Since we have modeled dissemination-based informa-
tion sources as relations, we can employ relational algebra
to define a new information delivery channel. The main
part is to specify how to create an O-sequence relation from

I-sequence relations (and other relations representing con-
ventional information sources). Definition of a new delivery
channel is given by the following expression.

Onew = Ω f (Ik.IT S)(E(I1, · · · , In)),

whereOnew is an O-sequence relation, E is a relational alge-
bra expression to specify how to derive it from I-sequence
relationsI1, · · · , In and other conventional relations. The op-
eratorΩ f (Ik.IT S) is new. It adds the OTS attribute to the re-

lation obtained byE(I1, · · · , In), setsf (Ik.IT S) as its values,
and removes all ITS attributes included inE. The function
f (Ik.IT S) is a time stamp function, and derives a new time
stamp from the ITS attribute value in I-sequence relation
Ik. Ik is called themaster I-sequence relation (or master
source).

Time stamp functions considered in the paper are as fol-
lows:

• immediate(t) : Returns the given time stampt itself.

• nextp(t) : Returns the time stamp, matching the tem-
poral patternp, chronologically next to the time stamp
t.

• previousp(t) : Returns the time stamp, matching the
temporal patternp, chronologically previous to the
time stampt.

• afterδt(t) : Returns the time stamp after the time inter-
val δt from the timet.

• beforeδt(t) : Returns the time stamp before the time
intervalδt from the timet.

The temporal patternp is given in one of the following for-
mats:

1. day:hour:minute:second

2. dayofweek:hour:minute:second

The fields ‘day’, ‘hour’, ‘minute’, and ‘second’ can be
non-negative integers or the wild card symbol ‘*’. The field
‘dayofweek’ can contain one of the strings{Sun, Mon, Tue,
Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat} or ‘*’. The time intervalδt is specified
using format 1, but ‘*’ is not allowed.

For example,

next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)

gives the time stamp corresponding to the next midnight
from the arrival timeSoccer.IT S.

The new information delivery channel required in Sec-
tion 2 can be specified as follows within this framework:
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Onew = Ωnext∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)(
Soccer
✶Soccer.date=Weather.date

∧previous∗:0:0:0(next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S))≤Weather.IT S

∧Weather.IT S<next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)
σWeather.type=‘7 days’(Weather)
✶Weather.location=Stadium.location

∧Soccer.place=Stadium.name
Stadium

),

whereSoccer andWeather are the I-sequence relations, and
σ and✶ represent selection and join, respectively. The fol-
lowing join condition requires that the most recent ‘7 days’
weather forecast information be joined with the arrived soc-
cer information:

previous∗:0:0:0(next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)) ≤Weather.IT S
∧Weather.IT S < next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)

Fig 3 illustrates how data for the new channel is specified in
this expression.

4. Data Arrival Property Specification

This paper extends our previous framework by taking
into account data arrival properties of dissemination-based
information sources. This section explains the specification
of source data arrival properties of dissemination-based in-
formation sources.

The explanation utilizes expressions used for constraint
specification in [14]. The data arrival property specification
(shortly, property specification) takes the following form:

Ii ≡ σPROPi
(Ii)

It states that the left side is guaranteed to be the same as
the right side. Therefore, when an expression refers to I-
sequence relationIi, we can replace it with the selection on
the right side.

The example in Section 2 involves two dissemination-
based information sources. Data units from the soccer in-
formation channel arrive every Wednesday. We can specify
this property as follows:

Soccer ≡
σpreviousWed:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)≤Soccer.IT S

∧Soccer.IT S<a f ter1:0:0:0(previousWed:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S))(Soccer)

This expression assures that all the ITS values inSoccer are
included in the range from 0 o’clock on Wednesday to 0
o’clock on Thursday.

Data units from the weather information channel arrive
at 6 o’clock everyday. We can specify this property as fol-
lows:

Weather ≡
σWeather.IT S=a f ter0:6:0:0(previous∗:0:0:0(Weather.IT S))(Weather)

It assures that all the ITS values inWeather imply 6 o’clock.

5. Basic Properties of Requirement Specifica-
tion

Before we derive ECA rules from given requirement
specifications, we check their consistency and satisfiability.
In our previous work [13], we outlined the idea of consis-
tency. We elaborate on that idea here and take data delivery
properties into account in checking consistency and satisfi-
ability.

5.1. Consistency

Assume that the user gives the following requirement
specification.

Onew = Ωimmediate(Soccer.IT S)(Soccer×Weather)

This specification can be interpreted as “When soccer in-
formation has arrived, integrate it with all the weather in-
formation (which is delivered from the beginning to the end
of the service from the Weather channel), and deliver the
integration result immediately”. It is, of course, impossible
to obtain weather information to be delivered in the future
when the soccer information has arrived. Therefore, the sys-
tem cannot compose the integration result correctly, so this
requirement is not feasible. We define notion ofconsistency
to detect such requirements that are not feasible.

Before explaining the notion of consistency, we intro-
duce the inversef−1(t) of the time stamp functionf (t) as
follows:

f−1(t) = {u| f (u) = t}
For each time stamp function introduced in Subsection 3.3,
the inverse can be defined as follows.

1. immediate−1(t) = {u|u = t}
2. next−1

p (t) = {u|previousp(t) ≤ u < t}
3. previous−1

p (t) = {u|t < u ≤ nextp(t)}
4. after−1

δt
(t) = {u|u = be f oreδ(t)}

5. before−1
δt

(t) = {u|u = a f terδ(t)}

Definition 1 Suppose a requirement specification Onew =
Ω f (Ik.IT S) (E(I1, · · · , In)) and property specifications I1 ≡
σPROP1

(I1), · · · , In ≡ σPROPn
(In) 2 are given. Then, let E ′ be

the following expression.

2When no data arrival property specification is given forIi, PROPi =
true.
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E ′(I1, · · · , In, t) =
σ

Ik.IT S∈ f−1(t)(E(σPROP1
(I1), · · · ,σPROPn

(In)))

If the following equation holds for any time stamp u, the
requirement specification is said to be consistent.

E ′(I1, · · · , In, f (u)) =
E ′(σIT S≤ f (u)(I1), · · · ,σIT S≤ f (u)(In), f (u))

✷

E ′ selects tuples to be delivered at given time t under the
constraint that the data arrival properties are assured. Def-
inition 1 says that the integration result delivered at time
f (u) should be composed only from the information that
arrived before or atf (u).

We check consistency of the requirement specifica-
tion in Section 2. From the relational algebra-based
channel definition in Subsection 3.3 and property spec-
ifications in Section 4, we get the following expression
as E ′ (Figure 4). Note thatσ

Soccer.IT S∈next−1
∗:0:0:0

(t)(E) =

σprevious∗:0:0:0(t)≤Soccer.IT S∧Soccer.IT S<t(E) holds from basic

properties of the time stamp functionnext.

σprevious∗:0:0:0(t)≤Soccer.IT S∧Soccer.IT S<t(
}

C1

(
σpreviousWed:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)≤Soccer.IT S

∧Soccer.IT S<a f ter1:0:0:0(previousWed:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S))
(Soccer)


C2

)
✶Soccer.date=Weather.date

∧previous∗:0:0:0(next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S))≤Weather.IT S

∧Weather.IT S<next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)


C3

(
σWeather.type=‘7 days’

∧Weather.IT S=a f ter0:6:0:0(previous∗:0:0:0(Weather.IT S))
(Weather)


C4

)
✶Weather.location=Stadium.location

∧Soccer.place=Stadium.name

}
C5

Stadium
)

This expression references the tuples in Soccer that meet
the condition Soccer.IT S < t. Also, tuples referenced
in Weather satisfy the conditionWeather.IT S < f (u) =
next∗:0:0:0(u), sincenext∗:0:0:0(u) = next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S).
The latter equation can be obtained by substituting
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next∗:0:0:0(u) for t in previous∗:0:0:0(t) ≤ Soccer.IT S ∧
Soccer.IT S < t. Therefore, this requirement specification
is consistent.

5.2. Satisfiability

Let us consider another requirement specification:

Onew = ΩnextTue:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)(
σSoccer.IT S≥previousSun:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)(Soccer))

This requirement can be interpreted as “At 0 o’clock every
Tuesday, deliver all the soccer information that has arrived
from the previous Sunday up to the time.” However, there is
never any information to be delivered at 0 o’clock on Tues-
day, since soccer information arrives on Wednesday. There-
fore, the user will never get the specified information.

Deriving ECA rules for such requirements is meaning-
less. Beyond that, the specification could be an error, be-
cause the user would not intentionally specify a meaning-
less requirement. We can detect such error-prone require-
ments by taking into account the data arrival properties. We
define the concept ofsatisfiability for this purpose.

Definition 2 Suppose a requirement specification Onew =
Ω f (Ik.IT S) (E(I1, · · · , In)) and property specifications I1 ≡
σPROP1

(I1), · · · , In ≡ σPROPn
(In) are given. Let E ′ be the fol-

lowing expression.

E ′(I1, · · · , In, t) =
σ

Ik.IT S∈ f−1(t)(E(σPROP1
(I1), · · · ,σPROPn

(In)))

If the following equation holds for some time stamp f (u),
which is greater than “now”8, the requirement specification
is said to be satisfiable.

E ′(I1, · · · , In, f (u)) �= φ
8The time stamp “now” represents the current time.

✷

Definition 2 says that satisfiable requirements define new
channels that will actually deliver information in the future.

We check satisfiability of the requirement specification
in Section 2. We have already obtainedE ′ in Subsection
5.1. Assume that a ‘7 days’ weather information data unit
arrives at 6 o’clock next Wednesday, and a soccer informa-
tion data unit arrives on the same day. We can then compose
the integration result by usingE ′ at the midnight of the day.
Therefore, this requirement specification is satisfiable.

5.3. Verification of Consistency and Satisfiability

When a requirement specification is given, we must con-
firm that it is consistent and satisfiable. To do this, we map
time stamp values into integers, and time stamp functions
into integer expressions (e.g.a f terδt(t) ⇒ t + δt ). Thus,
conditions including time stamp functions can be translated
into conditions on integers and integer variables. In this
way, we can derive inequalities on integer variables. Veri-
fication of consistency and satisfiability can be reduced to
the problem of deciding whether the inequalities have any
solutions. This check can be done using integer program-
ming algorithms. Further details are outside the scope of
this paper and omitted here.

6. Derivation of ECA Rules

This section explains how to derive ECA rules by taking
into account data arrival properties.

6.1. Overview

Given a requirement specification Onew =
Ω f (Ik.IT S)(E(I1, · · · , In)) and property specifications

I1 ≡ σPROP1
(I1), · · · , In ≡ σPROPn

(In), ECA rules can be
derived as follows:

1. From the given specification, derive the following ex-
pressionE ′:

E ′(I1, · · · , In, t) =
σ

Ik.IT S∈ f−1(t)(E(σPROP1
(I1), · · · ,σPROPn

(In)))

2. Confirm that the specification is consistent. If it is not,
exit from the procedure.

3. Confirm that the specification is satisfiable. If it is not,
exit from the procedure.

4. Push down selection conditions as far as possible using
the conventional query optimization scheme [15], and
rewrite the above expression into the following form:

E ′′(σP1(t)∧Q1
(I1), · · · ,σPn(t)∧Qn

(In), t),
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wherePi(t) is the selection condition on ITS attribute
of information sourceIi, andQi expresses other selec-
tion conditions.

5. Derive a storage rule for each I-sequence relationIi(i =
1, · · · ,n).

6. Derive a generation rule.

7. Derive a garbage disposal rule for each I-sequence re-
lation Ii(i = 1, · · · ,n).

6.2. ECA Rule Derivation

From the requirement specification in Subsection 3.3,
we derive ECA rules while taking into account the prop-
erty specifications in Section 4. In Section 5 we already ex-
plained steps 1 to 3 in the derivation process above. Here,
we describe the remaining steps.

At step 4, we push down the selection conditions as far as
possible. After eliminating redundant conditions, we get the
following expression asE ′′ from the expressionE ′ shown in
Subsection 5.1.

(
σprevious∗:0:0:0(t)≤Soccer.IT S∧Soccer.IT S<t(Soccer)

}
Cs

)
✶Soccer.date=Weather.date

∧previous∗:0:0:0(next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S))≤Weather.IT S

∧Weather.IT S≤next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)
(

σprevious∗:0:0:0(t)≤Weather.IT S

∧Weather.IT S<t

∧previousWed:0:0:0(t)≤Weather.IT S

∧Weather.IT S<a f ter1:0:0:0(previousWed:0:0:0(t))

∧Weather.type=‘7 days’(Weather)




Cw

)
✶Weather.location=Stadium.location

∧Soccer.place=Stadium.name
Stadium




E ′′

Here, selection conditionCs for Soccer says that the new
data unit to be delivered at timet on some day is composed
by Soccer data units that have arrived up to the time on the
same day. Selection conditionCw for Weather says that only
data units that arrived on Wednesday and have the type ‘7
days’ are needed in addition to the same condition for Soc-
cer.

At steps 5, 6, and 7, we derive the three kinds of ECA
rules explained in Subsection 3.2. The basic derivation
scheme is the same as in [13] except that property speci-
fications are taken into account.

The storage rule for Soccer is derived based on the selec-
tion conditionCs as follows.

Rule StorageSoccer
on: arrival(NSoccer)
if: NSoccer.IT S ∈ ⋃

t≥now{u|previous∗:0:0:0(t) ≤ u∧u < t}
do: TempSoccer += NSoccer ;

setTimer(next∗:0:0:0(NSoccer.IT S),new) ;

As mentioned in Subsection 3.2,NSoccer represents the new
Soccer data unit. The setTimer operator in the action clause
is used to set the timer alarm for midnight of the day. This
rule is triggered by the arrival of a soccer information data
unit, and it stores the data unit into the temporary relation
TempSoccer and sets the timer alarm.

The storage rule for Weather is derived based on the se-
lection conditionCw as follows.

Rule StorageWeather
on: arrival(NWeather)
if: NWeather.IT S ∈⋃

t≥now{u|previous∗:0:0:0(t) ≤ u∧u < t
∧previousWed:0:0:0(t) ≤ u
∧u < a f ter1:0:0:0(previousWed:0:0:0(t))}

∧NWeather.type = ‘7 days’
do: TempWeather += NWeather ;

This rule is triggered by the arrival of a weather informa-
tion data unit. If it arrives on Wednesday and has the type
‘7 days,’ it stores the data unit into the temporary relation
TempWeahter.

For this example scenario, the following generation rule
is derived.

Rule Generationnew

on: alarm(new)
if: true

do: Onew =
(

σprevious∗:0:0:0(t)≤Soccer.IT S∧Soccer.IT S<t(TempSoccer)
✶Soccer.date=Weather.date

∧previous∗:0:0:0(next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S))≤Weather.IT S

∧Weather.IT S≤next∗:0:0:0(Soccer.IT S)
σprevious∗:0:0:0(t)≤Weather.IT S∧Weather.IT S<t

(TempWeather)
✶Weather.location=Stadium.location

∧Soccer.place=Stadium.name
Stadium

);
Deliver(Onew);

The action clause in the generation rule basically cor-
responds toE ′′. However, the selection condition that
Weather information data units should have arrived on
Wednesday and have the type ‘7 days’ is omitted, since
this condition is guaranteed by the storage rule for Weather.
Deliver in the action clause is the operator to deliver
the integrating result. This rule means “When the timer
alarmnew is raised, compose a new message by integrat-
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Wed ThuTueMon Fri
0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0

Wed ThuTueMon Fri
0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0

Soccer

Weather

???????????????????????????

store! store! store! store!

Figure 5. Without Property Specification

Wed ThuTueMon Fri
0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0

Wed ThuTueMon Fri
0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0 0:0:0

Soccer

Weather

store!

arrive!

throw away! throw away!

Figure 6. With Property Specification

ing the soccer match information in the temporary relation
TempSoccer, the most recent weather information in the tem-
porary relationTempWeather, and the corresponding sta-
dium information. Then, deliver the integration result.”

We can derive the garbage disposal rules in a similar
manner. We can cope with situations in which multiple user
requirements are given as discussed in [13].

6.3. Discussion

When no data arrival properties are given, we get the
following storage rule for Weather.

Rule StorageWeather
on: arrival(NWeather)
if: NWeather.IT S ∈ ⋃

t≥now{u|previous∗:0:0:0(t) ≤ u∧u < t}
∧NWeather.type = ‘7 days’

do: TempWeather += NWeather ;

In contrast to the storage rule given in Subsection 6.2, this
rule stores all weather information data units that have the
type ‘7 days.’

In this example, the user requests that the most recent
weather information be joined with the soccer information.
Without the property specification for Soccer, of course, the
system cannot predict when the soccer information arrives.

Thus, ‘7 days’ weather forecast data units must always be
stored (Figure 5).

On the other hand, given the soccer property specifica-
tion, the system can derive more strict conditions. Since
soccer information arrives only on Wednesday, ‘7 days’
weather information data units need to be stored only on
Wednesday (Figure 6). The storage rule for Weather pre-
sented in Subsection 6.2 takes this property into account.

7. Related Works

There are several works related to the integration of
dissemination-based information sources.

DBIS [16, 17] andMuffin [18] are examples of systems
that can extract information from dissemination-based in-
formation sources. DBIS implements accesses to multiple
dissemination-based information sources and supports in-
formation selection based on user profiles. Muffin can cre-
ate a new virtual channel based on the user profile. To se-
lect information from multiple dissemination-base informa-
tion sources, it uses frequency of delivery, freshness, and
popularity as well as similarity. These researches concen-
trate on information selection from dissemination-based in-
formation sources.

OpenCQ [19] is an information integration system for
the distributed information mediation system. This system
is based on the event-driven approach and supports contin-
ual queries. A continual query consists of three compo-
nents: normal query, trigger condition, and termination con-
dition. Whenever a new update event occurs and a trigger
condition becomes true, queries are executed. Their work
is related to our approach in the context of event-driven in-
formation integration. In OpenCQ, the user must write the
continual queries directly.

Some other works are also related to the integration of
dissemination-based information sources. To the best of our
knowledge, however, derivation of rules to realize active in-
formation integration from algebraic requirement specifica-
tions is original with our approach. Specifically, in this pa-
per, we have extended our framework by incorporating data
arrival properties. Works related to periodic temporal data
sequences are as follows:

• [20] proposedgeneralized relations, and an extended
relational algebra. It can handlelinear repeating points
(LRPs): sequences of integers in the form ofkn + c,
wherek andc are constants andn is an arbitrary inte-
ger value. A generalized relation represents periodic
temporal data sequences as generalized tuples using
LRPs and constraints. However, generalized relations
are not appropriate to express dissemination-based in-
formation sources, because it is usually impossible to
completely decide the incoming data sequences in ad-
vance.
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• [21] proposed methods to select appropriate data com-
bination based on the concept of freshness and syn-
chronousness from multiple periodic data sequences
with different intervals. They also showed how to pre-
compute the optimum data combination for consecu-
tive queries. With our approach, data intervals are not
necessarily fixed, and integration requirements are ex-
plicitly specified in relational algebra.

8. Conclusion

We have proposed a scheme to integrate dissemination-
based information sources, using source data arrival prop-
erties. In our previous work, based on mediator/wrapper-
based information integration architecture and ECA rule
processing, we proposed the derivation of ECA rules from
relational algebra-based user requirement specifications. In
this paper, we have extended our scheme to take into ac-
count data arrival properties of dissemination-based infor-
mation sources. We defined consistency and satisfiability
of requirement specifications under the given data arrival
properties. We have shown how we can derive ECA rules
incorporating the data arrival properties, once the require-
ments are confirmed to be consistent and satisfiable. Im-
plementation of the extended scheme presented in this pa-
per is ongoing based on our information integration system
InfoWeaver[3, 11].
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